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Introduction. Let/and g be continuous functions mapping the unit interval /

into itself which commute under functional composition, that is, f(g(x)) = g(f(x))

for all x in /. In 1954 Eldon Dyer asked whether/and g must always have a com-

mon fixed point, meaning a point z in / for which f(z) = z=g(z). A. L. Shields

posed the same question independently in 1955, as did Lester Dubins in 1956. The

problem first appears in the literature in [15] as part of a more general question

raised by J. R. Isbell. The purpose of this paper is to answer Dyer's question in the

negative by the construction of a pair of commuting functions which have no fixed

point in common.

The connection between functions commuting and sharing fixed points appears in

several areas of analysis. Perhaps the best-known example is the Markov-Kakutani

theorem [11, p. 456], which states that a commuting family of continuous linear

mappings of a compact convex subset of a linear topological space into itself has a

common fixed point.

The earliest relevant work on commuting functions was done in the 1920's by

J. F. Ritt, who published several papers in which he investigated the algebraic

properties of functional composition as a binary operation on the set of rational

complex functions. His most important result from the modern standpoint was a

characterization of commuting (or permutable) rational functions [19]. He proved

that if/and g are commuting polynomials, then, within certain homeomorphisms,

either they are iterates of the same function (f=Fn and g = Fm for some F, n, m),

both powers of x, or both must be Tchebycheff polynomials (defined by the

relationship Fn(cos x) = cos nx). In either case a common fixed point may be shown

to exist, so commuting polynomials have a common fixed point.

The subject of commuting functions lay largely dormant until a 1951 paper by

Block and Thielman [6] presented some new results on families of commuting

polynomials and called attention to Ritt's earlier work. Their paper, together with

the connection between commutativity and common fixed points found in other

areas of mathematics, seems to have been the inspiration for the questions cited

above.

In the last few years a number of papers have been published on commuting
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functions, all of them apparently motivated by the conjecture of a common fixed

point. These are cited in the list of references. Although the basic question seems

topological, the methods employed on the subject have included almost everything

but topology, from complex variables to matrices. Some papers have treated

related problems, while others have attacked the problem directly but for special

cases.

The generation of this counterexample was the result of an extensive investigation

of the connection between commuting functions and the permutations defined by

Baxter [1] and Baxter and Joichi [3]. These permutations prescribe the manner in

which/and g act on the fixed-point sets of fig and gf. The author investigated pairs

of functions for which the number N of Type I and II fixed points [1] varied

between five and thirteen (N is odd by definition). For N up through nine the con-

jecture is true, but for three of the cases with N= 11 the issue is still in doubt. (In

unpublished work [2], Baxter and Joichi have also worked through nine and met a

"stumbling block" at eleven.) The three unresolved cases are represented by the

following permutations :

(1    9   5)(2    10   6)(3    11    7)(4   8)

(1    9   7)(2    10   6)(3    11    5)(4   8)

(1    11    9   5   3   7)(2    10   8   4   6).

The principal difficulty in all these cases is in getting the approximating functions

to converge uniformly.

The particular example presented in this paper was developed from a case with

N= 13, represented by the permutation

(1    11    13    5)(2    10    12   6)(3    9    7)(4   8).

The author used a digital computer to generate the "w-admissible" permutations

[3], screen out those with fixed points, and divide them into equivalence classes for

further investigation. The theorems and algorithms used are described in [7]. Even

after this automatic processing there were 22 cases for N= 11 ; for N= 13 there were

112, of which the counterexample was number 101. The other 111 cases for N=13

either must have a common fixed point or cannot be induced by commuting

functions.

Independent of and contemporary with the author's work, J. P. Huneke has also

obtained examples of pairs of commuting functions with no common fixed point

[13], [14]. One of Huneke's examples is identical to the one presented here.

Construction of the functions. The desired functions / and g will be constructed

as the limits of a pair of sequences of continuous functions

fitf*>A, •• ..-»■/ gl,#2, gs, •••-►£•

The construction associates with each pair of functions {/, g¡} a set of "stable

points" S¡ such that St^Sl+1, and for x in Si,fi + ,(x)=fi(x) and gt + ,(x) = gi(x) for
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all jiO. Thus in the limit f(x) =/(x) and g(x)=gt(x) for x in St. The union of

the Si is dense in /, so the limit functions/and g will be determined by the values of

/ and gi on St and be independent of the values on the "(f')-intervals" in between.

In the construction only the first two pairs of functions with their stable points

are explicitly stated; the rest of the functions in each sequence are defined in-

ductively. Graphs of the first four functions in each sequence are shown in Figures

2, 3, 4, and 5. Note that from the first three pairs of functions one could easily infer

that as ; increases the differences between successive functions will be limited to

ever-smaller intervals in the center of/. However, using/4 and g4 one obtains the

correct impression, namely, that with increasing /' the differences tend to spread

out over more and more of the interval.

The steps of the construction are as follows: first, necessary definitions are stated

and the initial functions specified; then a lemma is given which produces the se-

quences of functions; and finally, a theorem is proven which derives the desired

properties of the limit functions.

Definition. Let A be a closed interval. A subset F of A is the (k)-set of A if it

has k elements, contains the end points of A, and divides A into k — 1 subintervals of

equal lengths.

Definition. Let A and B be closed intervals ; let F be the (2k + 2)-set of A and U

be the (2k)-set of B for ki2. Let T={tx, t2,..., t2k + 2} and U={ux, u2,..., u2k},

where the elements of Fand U are numbered in increasing order. Four functions

from A onto F wiil be called the (2k + 2)-hook functions from A onto B. Examples of

these are given in Figure 1. The order of each of the four functions is 2k+ 2. Each

has a direction—increasing or decreasing—and a type—maximum or minimum.

Each will map F onto U and be linear on the intervals between points of T; thus it

suffices to define them explicitly only on F, as follows:

Type Direction Value of the function at tt

Minimum Increasing u¡, i S 2; u¡_2, i > 2.

Maximum Increasing w¡, / S 2k; w¡_2, / > 2k.

Minimum Decreasing u2k+x-¡, i S 2k; u2k + 3_¡, i > 2k.

Maximum Decreasing u2k+x-¡, i S 2; u2k + 3.¡, i > 2.

The terms (2k + 2)-hook function or simply hook function may be used where the

order or intervals involved are understood.

Definition. Given a finite subset S¡ of /, a nondegenerate closed interval 7c/ js

an (i)-interval if its end points are in St but none of its interior points are.

Definition. The mesh size M¡ of S¡ is the length of the longest (/)-interval.

Next the initial functions with their associated sets of stable points will be speci-

fied. We will define/, g¡, and 5¡ for /'= 1 and 2. In each case/ and g¡ will be con-

tinuous and linear on each (Z)-interval, so they may be defined by specifying only

their values at the points of S».
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(61-H00K FUNCTION,
INCREASING MINIMUM.

(81-HOOK  FUNCTION,
INCREASING   MAXIMUM.

I_l_i_l_l_I

(61-H00K FUNCTION,
DECREASING  MAXIMUM.

(IOI-HOOK  FUNCTION,
DECREASING  MINIMUM.

Figure 1

First we shall define Sx = {0, 1/3, 2/3, 1}. Note that Sx is the (4)-set of / and that

Mx = l/3 = (l/3)1. On Sx the values of/ and gx are as follows:

Sx

fx
gi

0      1/3    2/3      1

1

0

0

1

1

0

/i and gi are defined to be linear between points of Si. Their graphs are given in

Figure 2. / and gi can be seen to commute and have a common fixed point, but no

other pair of functions will have either of these properties.

To define S2 we divide the first and third (l)-intervals into three subintervals, and

the middle (l)-interval into five subintervals, so we have

S2 = {0, 1/9, 2/9, 1/3, 6/15, 7/15, 8/15, 9/15, 2/3, 7/9, 8/9, 1}.

Observe that S, e S2 and M2 = 1 /9 = ( 1 /3)2. Now /2 and g2 shall be defined on S2 :

h
gi

0 1/9 2/9   1/3  6/15  7/15  8/15  9/15  2/3  7/9  8/9    1

1 2/3   1/3    0    1/3      0     1/3    2/3      1    2/3   1/3    0

0    1/3  2/3    1    2/3     1/3       0     1/3      0    1/3  2/3     1

f2 and g2 are linear between points of S2. Their graphs are shown in Figure 3.
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I-1-1-1   S,   I-1-h-
0 1/3 2/3 I 0 1/3 2/3

Figure 2

|-1-1-1—i—i—i—i—I-1-1-1   S2  I-1-1-1—t—i—•—i—I-1-1-1

0 1/3 2/3 10 1/3 2/3 I

Figure 3

Note that/2(S2) = Si=g2(S2) and/2 and g2 are (6)-hook functions on the middle

(l)-interval.

Figure 4 gives the graphs of/3 and g3 and Figure 5 the graphs of/4 and g4. These

functions are constructed through the inductive process described below.

Lemma. There exist two sequences of functions {/} and {gj and a sequence of sets

{S¡} which satisfy the following requirements for /'a 2:

(1) fiufz, gu #2, Slt S2 are as defined above.

(2) [properties ofS¡] S¡-i<=S¡; if J is an (i— l)-interval, then there is a k^2 such

that StnJ is the (2k)-set ofJ; and Mt<(1/3)'.
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J-0

I-1-1-1    i    '    '    '    I-1-1-1   S3  I-1-1-1    i    '    i    i    I-1-1-1
0 1/3 2/3 I 0 1/3 2/3 |

Figure 4

-i—i—i—i-

1/3 2/3

J-0

I 0

Figure 5

-i-1-1—i—i—i—i—I-1-1-1

1/3 2/3 I

(3) [diagram commutativity]f_xgi=gi_xfi on I.

(4) [/ on an (i)-intèrval] /(■$)«= Sj-iJ ft is linear on each (i)-interval and maps

it onto an (i-l)-interval. Further, for jiO, fi + j agrees with / on S¡, and if J is an

(i)-interval, then fi + i(J)=f(J); thus \\ft+j-/JáM-i. where \\F\\ is the sup norm

of F on I.

(5) [gi on an (i)-interval] same as 4, except for gi + j and g^

(6) [/ on an (i— l)-interval] let J be an (i— l)-interval and define J, =/_ X(I). Then

either

(a) / is linear on J, flJ=f - X¡J, and 5¡ n J and S¡ _ x nj, have the same cardi-

nality ; or
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(b) / is a (2k+ 2)-hook function from J onto J,, S,nJ is the (2k + 2)-set of J,

and Sj_i nj, is the (2k)-set ofj,.

(1) [gi on an (i~ l)-interval] same as 6, except for g¡, g¡_i, andJg.

Proof. The proof will be by induction. Let L(ri) designate the proposition that

the functions/ and g¡ and sets S¡ are well defined for Ifíifín and satisfy require-

ments 1-7 of the lemma when 2¿/án and i+j^n. The proof of the lemma consists

of first showing that F(2) is true, then defining a construction by which L(n)

implies L(n+ 1).

To prove F(2), we first observe that requirement 1 only specifies the functions

and sets we must consider. For requirement 2, we have earlier noted that SX<=S2

and that M2= l/9 = (l/3)2. S2 divides the three (l)-intervals evenly into three,

five, and three subintervals, respectively, so that the corresponding values of A: are

two, three, and two. Let us momentarily defer requirement 3, the "diagram com-

mutativity". For requirements 4 and 5 we have noted that f2(S2) = Sx =g2(S2), so

containment is implied. By definition,/2 and g2 are linear on (2)-intervals, and from

the definitions we see that consecutive points of S2 are mapped onto consecutive

points of Si by both/2andg2; thus theimageofa(2)-interval isa single (l)-interval.

The rest of 4 and 5 is satisfied trivially, since for F(2) we need only consider i+j

= 2 = /'. Now we may return to " diagram commutativity ". Since/2 and g2 are linear on

(2)-intervals and map (2)-intervals onto (l)-intervals, and/ andgi are linear on (1)-

intervals, it follows that/g2 and gi/2 are linear on (2)-intervals. Thus to prove that

the two composites agree on / it suffices to show that they agree on S2. Their values

on S2 can be computed easily from the definitions and are found to agree, as follows :

S2 0      1/9    2/9    1/3   6/15  7/15  8/15 9/15   2/3    7/9    8/9      1

fg2 = giÍ2       1       0       1       0       1       0       1       0       1       0       1       0

For requirements 6 and 7 we note that J, = I=Jg for all three (l)-intervals. For the

first and third (l)-intervals we can see from Figure 3 that case (a) applies, since on

both intervals f2 and g2 are linear. The cardinalities of S2 n J and S, n I are both

four. On the middle (l)-interval both/2 and g2 are (6)-hook functions from J onto I,

so that A: = 2. fi2\J is minimum increasing and g2/7 is minimum decreasing. S2 n J is

the (6)-set of J, dividing the interval into five subintervals, and Sx n /is the (4)-set

of F Thus requirements 1-7 are all met when i=i+j=2, and F(2) is true.

Now we must devise a construction by which L(n) will imply L(n+ 1). We will

obtain the functions and sets needed for L(n+l) by simply adjoining fn+ x, gn+x,

and Sn+1 to the partial sequences of/, g¡, and S¡ for i£n which are assumed to exist

as part of L(n). The functions and set for n+ 1 must be defined in such a way as to

satisfy requirements 1-7 of the lemma when i = n+ 1 and i+j=n+l.

The need to satisfy the requirements goes a long way toward defining /n+1,

gn+i, and Si+i- For requirement 2 we must have SneSn+i, and for requirements 4

and 5/n+1 must agree with/, and gn+1 agree with gn on S„. Let J be an (n)-interval
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and define //=/,(/) and Jg = gn(J). We know from requirements 4 and 5 of L(n) that

/, and Jg are (n— l)-intervals, and in order to satisfy these same requirements for

F(n+1) we must define fn+x and gn + x so that fn+x(J)=Jf and gn+x(J)=Jg. Since

from requirements 4 and 5/n and gn are linear on /, we have the situation depicted

in Figure 6./n+1 must agree with/, on the end points of/, since the end points are

Figure 6

in Sn, and the image of J under/, + x must be the same as its image under/,. Thus the

problem of defining fn+x on J is that of deforming the graph of/„ (if necessary)

to get the graph of/n+i while staying within J xjf and holding the values at the end

points fixed. Similarly, we must define gn+l onJ so that the graph ofgn+1 remains

in JxJg and agrees with gn at the end points.

The need to satisfy requirement 3, fngn+x=gnfn+i, compels us to consider/, on

Jg and gn on J',. We have previously noted that J, and J9 are (n— l)-intervals. Using

requirements 4 and 5 from L(n) with i = n— 1, we see that gn_x maps J, onto an

(«-2)-interval (Jf)9, which we will call/,,, and/n_x maps/,, onto an (n-2)-interval

(Jç)f. But from the "commutativity" of L(n) we know that fn-ign—gn-xfn, so

(Jç)i=fn-x(Jg)=fn-xgn(J)=gn-xfn(J)=gn-x(Ji) = (Js)ç=Jh- Also, since nä«-l and

J, and/,, are (n— l)-intervals, we can use 4 and 5 again to obtain/n(/9) =fn_x(Jg)=Jh

and gn(Jr)=gn-i(Jf)=Jn- Thus we have the diagram in Figure 7, with all functions

onto. Furthermore, by 4 and 5, if x is one of the end points of/then/„(x) andg„(x)

are in Sn.x; but/, and gn agree with/B_! and gn.x on Sn.x, so fngn(x)=fn_xgn(x)

= gn-xfn(x) = gnfn(x). Thus fngn and gjn agree on the end points of/

Let us now describe how to define/„+1, gn+x, and Sn+i. Since / is covered by
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\

Figure

(«)-intervals, and we know that/n+ x must agree with/, and gn+ x agree with gn on S„,

the end points of the («)-intervals, it suffices to give a construction for/n+i, gn+x,

and Sn+i only on the arbitrary (w)-interval J. So the problem reduces to (a) finding

functions/n+i and gn+1 to make the diagram in Figure 8 commute while/n+1 and

9n + i |9n

Figure 8

gn+i agree on the end points of J with/, and g„ and (b) defining Sn+X n J; so all

meet requirements 1-7 of L(n+1).

Since/r and/,, are (n— l)-intervals, we may apply requirements 6 and 7 of L(n) to

get information on fJJg, gJJ,, Sn n Jh and Sn n Jg which will aid the construction.

/„ is an («-2)-interval, so from requirement 2 we know that there is a k ^2 such

that Sn_! n Jh is the (2k)-set ofJh. Then from 6 we know that either (a)/, is linear

on Jg and Sn n Jg is the (2k)-set of Jg; or (b)/n is a (2k + 2)-hook function from Jg

onto Jh and Sn n Jg is the (2k + 2)-set of Jg. A similar conclusion for gJJ, and Sn n Jf

follows from requirement 7. Note in particular that if/,//, and gJJ, are both hook

functions, then they have the same order, 2k+ 2.

If we now let functions be graphed "sideways", with the axis of the independent

variable vertical and the dependent variable's axis horizontal, we can represent a

typical situation as in Figure 9. In this figure gJJ, and fn\Jg have been graphed

sideways, and both are hook functions. The length of/ is somewhat exaggerated;

/ and the subintervals of J, and Jg are all (n)-intervals.

The problem divides naturally into four cases, depending on the properties of the

functions fJJg and gJJ,:

(I) Both functions are linear.

(II) One function is linear, the other is a hook function.

(III) Both are hook functions of the same type.

(IV) Both are hook functions, but of opposite type.

Recalling that k is such that S„_ i n Jh is the (2k)-set of/,,, for each of the four cases

9n

M

*"   Jh
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Figure 9

we define fn+x,gn+x, and Sn+X as follows:

(I) Define/n+1=/n and gn+x=gn on /, and define Sn+X n / to be the (2k)-set

of/.

(II) Define Sn+xnJ tobe the (2k + 2)-set of/. If/,//, is linear, then/n+ x =/„ on /

and gn+x is a (2A: + 2)-hook function from / onto Jg with the same direction as

gJJ; gn+x/J has the same type as gJJ, if and only if/,//, is increasing. (See Figure

10.) If gJJf is linear, then the same definition holds except with /and g reversed.

(III) Define/,+!=/„ and gn+1=g„ on/, and define Sn+X n J to be the (2k + 2)-

set of/.

(IV) Define Sn + X n /to be the (2A: + 4)-set of/./n+1//is a (2k + 4)-hook function

with the same direction as/,//, andgn + X/Jis a (2k + 4)-hook function with the same di-

rection asgn//./n+1//has the same type as /„//, if and only if gJJ, is increasing, and

gn+ i/J has the same type as gJJ, if and only if /„//„ is increasing. (See Figure 11.)

Now it must be shown that requirements 1-7 are satisfied by/n+1, gn+i, and Sn+X

as defined. Requirement 1 is inherited from L(n). For requirement 2, in each case

Sn+i nj is the (2w)-set of/ for some m, so Sn <= Sn+X. Since in each case the

cardinality of 5n+1 n J is no less than that of Sn njf, which is at least four by L(n),

we must have mi2. Thus each (w)-interval is split into at least three equal sub-

intervals by Sn+X, so we have Mn+1S(l/3)MnS(ll3)n + 1.

Requirements 6 and 7 will be considered next. In case I,/„//„ and gJJf are linear

and so Sn nJ, and Sn njg are both (2k)-sets. We defined Sn+X nj to be the
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j ,—i—i—,—i—i

Figure 10

'nSntl =

Figure 11

(2k)-set of/, and/,+j =/, and gn+ x=gn on /, so case (a) is satisfied for both 6 and 7.

For case II, assume that/n//g is linear and gJJ, is a hook function; then S„ n Jg

is the (2k)-set of Jg, gJJ, has order 2k+ 2, and S„ njf is the (2k + 2)-set of J,.
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We defined Sn+1 n /to be the (2A + 2)-set of/and/n+i=/n on /; sofn+x is linear

from/onto/;, Sn+1 n /is the (2/c + 2)-set of/, and Sn n J, is the (2/r + 2)-set of/;.

Thus case (a) holds for 6. gn+i//was defined to be a (2& + 2)-hook function from/

onto /9, with Sn+1 n / being the (2k + 2)-set of / and Sn n /g the (2/c)-set of Jg, so

case (b) holds for 7. If on the other hand gJJ, is linear instead of/„//,, then case (a)

holds for 7 and case (b) for 6. In cases III and IV both/,//,, and gJJ, are (2k+ 2)-

hook functions, and S„ n /g and S„ n /; are (2/c + 2)-sets. In case III we defined

/n+i//and gn+ilJ to be linear, and Sn+i n J to be the (2/c + 2)-set of/, so case (a)

holds for 6 and 7. In case IV both/„+i// and gn+x/J are defined as (2A + 4)-hook

functions and Sn+X nj as the (2/c + 4)-set of/, so case (b) holds for 6 and 7.

Thus requirements 6 and 7 of L(n+ 1) are satisfied in all four cases.

For requirement 4 we note that in both cases (a) and (b) of 6 and 7 we have

fn+x(Sn + x nJ) = Sn n Jf, fn+x linear on (n+ l)-intervals, and (n+ l)-intervals

mapped onto (w)-intervals. Thus on all of F/n+i(Sn + 1)eSn and/n+i maps (n+ 1)-

intervals linearly onto (/ri-intervals. Since fn+xjJ was defined to agree in direction

with/„//,/n+i// agrees with/,//on Sn n /, the end points of/; thus/n+1 agrees with

/„ on S„. For i^n, by L(n)/„ agrees with/ on S¡, and 5;CS„ so/n+1 agrees with

/ on S¡. In all cases fn+i(J) =/,(/)=/;, where / is an (zj)-interval. If/ is an (/)-

interval and ¡-¿n, then by L(n)fn(Ji)=fi(Ji);Ji is the union of («)-intervals, and the

images of (n)-intervals under/n+1 and/, coincide, so fin+x(Ji)=fn(Ji)=f(Ji). Since

/(/) is an (/'— l)-interval, for x in Jifn+X(x) and/(x) lie in the same (i— l)-interval,

so \fn+1(x) -fi(x)| ^ Mi_i and ||/n+ x -fi1| g Mt_ x. Thus requirement 4 of L(« + 1) is

satisfied. Requirement 5 is satisfied by exactly the same arguments for g instead off.

The only remaining requirement is number 3, the "diagram commutativity,"

or showing that/,+ i and gn+i as defined make the diagram in Figure 8 commuta-

tive. For case I all four functions are linear, so the two composites/ngn+1 and

gnfn+i are linear; but the composites agree on the end points of/, so they must

agree on all of/.

For cases II and III the following observation is helpful. Let A, B, C, and D be

intervals, V and W linear onto functions, and H a hook function from B onto C,

so that we have

V       H        W
A—>B—>C—> D.

Then HV and WH are hook functions of the same order as H, HVis the same type

as H, and WH is the same type as H if and only if IF is sense-preserving (increasing).

Now for case II assume again that/,//, is linear. Then/n+1// is linear, and gjl,

and gn+i¡J are hook functions of the same order. By the preceding remark gnfn+x

isa hook function of the same order and type as gJJ,, and/ngn+1 is a hook function

of the same order as gJJ,. If/„//g is increasing, then gn+x/J is defined to be the

same type as gJJ,, and by the remark/„gn+1 has the same type as gn+x/J which is

the same as the type of gJJ,. If/„//9 is decreasing, then gn + x/J is the opposite type

as gJJ„ but/„gn+1 is the opposite type as gn+ JJ; so again/ngn+ x has the same type
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as gJJf. Thus fngn+x and gnfn+x are both hook functions of the same order and

type as gJJr. Since they agree on the end points of/, they also have the same direc-

tion. Order, type, and direction determine a hook function, sofgn+x and gnfn+x

must be the same function on /. By symmetry this conclusion is valid when it is

gJJf which is the linear function.

For case III fJJs and gJJr are hook functions of the same order and type, and

fn+il-I and gn4-i// are linear. Then fngn+i and gnfn+x are hook functions of the

same order and type as /,//«, and gn/Jf. Since they agree on the end points of/, they

are hook functions of the same order, type, and direction ; hence they are the same

function and agree everywhere.

Case IV is more complicated than the other three. For each combination of

directions of fJJg, gJJf, fn/J, and gJJ and types offn/Jg and gJJf the definition

gives us a different set of four functions. This would appear to be six binary

options, or 26 = 64 different combinations, for a given value of A\ But the fact that

fngn and gnfn agree on the end points of/, hence have the same direction, requires

that of the four functions an even number must be increasing and an even number

decreasing. Thus there are only three independent choices of direction. Let us

assume these are/„//9, gJJf, and/,//, with the direction of gJJ depending on the

other three. Recall that the directions of/n+1// and gn+x¡J were defined to be the

same as/,// and gJJ. Now since for case IV/„//9 and gJJf have opposite types, we

know that one of them is maximum and the other minimum. Then the types of

/n+i// and gn+i/J, according to the definition, are determined by the types and

directions of/„//9 and gJJ,. Thus the only free choices are whether/,//,, is maximum

or minimum, and the choice of the direction of three of the functions, a total of

24= 16 possible combinations.

If we observe that the problem is symmetric in/and g, we can reduce the number

of combinations that must be considered to eight, for without loss of generality we

can assume that, say, /„//9 is maximum and gJJ, is minimum. When we make this

assumption, the type of/n + 1// depends only on the direction of gn/Jf, and the type

of gn+xlJ depends only on the direction of/„//9. Thus we have the eight combina-

tions given on the following table. Here the quantities in parentheses are those

either fixed or dependent on other choices.

fnUç gn/df fn+xU
dir (type) dir (type) dir (type)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

incr

incr

incr

incr

deer

deer

deer

deer

max

max

max

max

max

max

max

max

incr

incr

deer

deer

incr

incr

deer

deer

mm

min

min

min

min

min

min

min

incr

decr

incr

decr

incr

decr

incr

decr

max

max

min

min

max

max

min

min

gn+llJ

(dir)      (type)

min

min

min

min

max

max

max

max

incr

decr

decr

incr

decr

incr

incr

decr
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Rather than presenting the computations for all eight cases, which are similar,

one will be worked out as an example. Case 2 is a good illustration since it includes

all four kinds of hook functions. It is depicted in Figure 11 with k = 3.

For the purpose of the proof we will denote the elements of Sn+X n J as

{ax, a2,..., a2k+i}, the elements of S„ n /; as {bx, b2,..., b2k+2}, the elements of

S„ nJg as {cx,..., c2lc+2}, and the elements of S„_i n Jh as {dx,..., d2k}. Then the

four functions are defined as follows, observing that they are continuous and linear

where not otherwise defined.

fn+i(ai) — b2ic+2;   A+ife) = b2k+x;   jn+\(ao = o2(c+5_¡,   / ^ 3.

gn+i(ad = c2k+3-i,    ' Ú 2k + 2;   gn + x(a2k + 3) = c2;   gn+x(a2k+i) = cx.

fn(Ci) = 4   ri 2k;   fn(c2k+x) = d2k_x;   fn(c2k+2) = d2k.

gn(bi) = dx;   gn(b2) = d2;   gn(b¡) = d¡.2,    i ä 3.

Let us then check the commutativity. For ax and a2 we have

/n£n+i(fli) = fn(c2k+2) = d2k;   gnfn+x(ax) = gn(b2k+2) = d2k.

fngn+l(a2)  =fin(c2k+l)  *> <4fc-lî     gnfn + 1(^2) = gn(b2k+l) = d2k-X.

For 3^ ¡a 2k + 2 we have

fingn+l(aU = Jn(c2k+3-i)  = «2)c+3-ii     gnjn+l(ai)  = gn(b2k+5-i)  =  "2ÍC+3-Í-

And at the other end, for a2k+3 and a2k+i,

fingn+i(a2k+3) =/„(c2) = d2;   gnfn+i(a2k+3) = gn(b2) = d2.

fngn+iia2k+i) =/n(Ci) = dx;    gnfn+i(a2k+i) = g„(¿i) = í/i.

Thus the diagram is commutative on Sn+X nj, and since the composites are

linear in between, the diagram in Figure 8 must be commutative on all of/. Note

that the composites are both a "double hook" function, which in this case is

decreasing on /.

Similarly, in the other seven cases the diagram is commutative, so requirement 3

ofF(«+ 1) is satisfied in case IV. This completes the proof that L(n) implies L(n + 1),

and hence the proof of the lemma.

Theorem. There exist continuous functions f and g which map the unit interval I

onto itself and commute under functional composition but have no common fixed

point.

Proof. From the lemma we have two sequences of functions {/} and {gj which

satisfy requirements 1-7. To prove the theorem it must be shown that the sequences

converge uniformly to continuous functions/and g, that/and g commute, and that

/and g have no comon fixed point.

To prove uniform convergence of {/} it must be shown that {/} is a Cauchy

sequence relative to the sup norm || • • • ¡| on I. So let an c > 0 be chosen. There is an

N such that ( 1 ß)N ~1 < e. Then when n ̂  m > N, by requirements 2 and 4 we have

ll/n-ZJI   Ú  Mm_i ̂   (1/3)»-1   <  (Iß)""1   <  ..
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Thus {/} converges uniformly on /, so that {/} has a unique continuous limit

function/ Similarly {g¡} converges uniformly to a continuous limit function g.

To get commutativity we use the inequality

\fg(x)-gf(x)\ S \f(g(x))-fn(g(x))\ + \fn(g(x))-fn(gn+1(x))\

+ \fngn+x(x)-gnfn+ l(x)\ + \ gn(fn + l(x)) -gn(f(x)) \

+ \gn(f(x))-g(f(x))\.

Now let e>0 be given. We can choose Ni such that n>A/1 implies \\f—fn\\ <e/4;

N2 such that n>N2 implies \\g-g„\\<el4; N3 and S3 such that n,m>N3 and

|x-y|<S3 imply \fn(x)-fm(y)\<ej4; V4 such that n>7V4 implies ||g-g„|| <S3;

N5 and S5, and then N6 defined for g as N3, S3, and N± were for / Then since

\\fngn+x-gnfn+i\\ =0 for all n, when n>max (Nx, N2, N3, 7V4, N5, Ne) we have

\Mx)-gf(x)\   < e/4 + el4 + 0 + el4 + e/4 = e.

Thus the limit functions commute.

For the final portion of the proof of the theorem it must be shown that / and g

have no common fixed point. This will be done by using the characteristics of f2

and g2 and requirements 4 and 5 of the lemma. Referring back to Figure 3, we can

see the manner in which f2 and g2 map (2)-intervals onto (l)-intervals. Now if J2 is

a (2)-interval and/2(/2)=/1, a (l)-interval, by requirement 4 whenever H2, we

must have/(/2)=/2(/2)=/i- Thus in the l\m\t, f(J2)=Jx. This means that the graph

of/is in one of the rectangles of Figure 3 if and only if the graph of/2is. Comparing

the rectangles through which the graph of/2 passes with the rectangles through

which the diagonal passes, it is clear that all fixed points of/must lie in the third,

seventh, and ninth (2)-intervals. In a similar manner, comparing the graph of

g2 with the rectangles and the diagonal shows that all the fixed points of g must lie

in the first, fifth, and eleventh (2)-intervals. Since no (2)-interval can contain fixed

points of both/and g, they can have no common fixed point.
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